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FRESHMEN LOSE TO KENT ALPHA DELTA PHI WINS
IN WELL-PLAYED GAME CUP FOR SCHOLARSHIP
Visitors Tally Thrice to Defeat
Blue and Gold-Alexander
Scores Touchdown
On Saturday, November 7, the Trinity Freshman team lost to Kent School
with a score of 19 to 7, in their last
game and only defeat of the season.
The contest, held on the Trinity field
was well in favor of the visitors,
whose fast ground work aided by long
forward passes brought them twelve
first downs to seven for the Blue and
Gold. The touchdowns for Kent,
made by Roscoe and Hart, occurred
in the first, second and fourth quarters, the extra point being netted after the second one. Trinity scored at
the last of the fourth period with
but a minute to play, Alexander
scoring.
First Quarter

Sigma Nu Has Least Failures;
Trophy is Given
at Meeting
A meeting of the student body was
held Wednesday, November 4, for the
purpose of presenting the scholarship
cup to the f raternity which received
the highest percentage of A's and B's.
The averages of the two highest fraternities were very close, with Alpha
Delta Phi beating out Alpha Chi Rho.
holder of the cup last year, by one
one-hundredth of one per cent. H. K.
Prior, head of the Alpha Chi Rho
house, presented the cup to H. 0.
Phippen, president of Alpha Delta
Phi. The percentage of A's and B's of
each fraternity is as follows: Alpha
Delta Phi, 41. 84 o/o ; Alpha Chi Rho,
41. 83 o/o ; Alpha Tau Kappa, 33.83 o/o;
Sigma Nu, 32.3 o/o ; Psi Upsilon,
31.35 o/o ; Delta Phi, 30.06 % ; Delta Psi,
29. 55 % ; De!lta Kappa Epsilon, 21.
10 % . The average percentage of all
frr aternities is 33. 23o/o, of the neutral
body, 41.55 % , and of the entire college, 33. 84o/o .
Sigma Nu had the lowest percentage of failures, with Alpha Delta Phi
second. The complete list is as follows: Sigma Nu, 3.11 % ; Alpha Delta Phi, 3.55 % ; Alpha Chi Rho,
6. 54 % ; Alpha Tau Kappa, 7. 35o/o;
Psi Upsilon, 7. 63 % ; Delta Psi, 7.95 % ; Delta Kappa Epsilon, 11.01 % ;
and Delta Phi, 12.13o/o. The average
pt.:centages of all failures of fraternities is 7. 32 %, of the neutral body,
5. 91 % , and of the entire college,
6.79 % .

Kent kicked off, Trinity receiving
the ball on her 40-yard line and running it up to the 43-yard line. The
Freshmen lost on a fumble, and recovered the ball on the 39-yard line.
Bissell punted on second down. Kent
was downed on her 31-yard line and
gained six yards in three downs
through line plunges. A punt on last
down was fumbled by Trinity and recovered by Kent on Trinity's 28-yard
line. The first two downs netted no
gain. On third down, a forward pass
gained 12 yards and first down. A.
five-yard penalty for off-sides on
Trinity brought the ball to the 11yard line. Kent made four yards on
a line plunge, failed to gain on the
next play, and carried over to the
four-yard line for another first down
on the third. The visitors lost three
yards on first down and another five
on second down. With the ball on the
12-yard line Shepherd made a for- Annual Concert Given Before
Students and Workmen
ward pass to Roscoe, who crossed the
Wednesday
goal line for the first score. The kick
for point was blocked. Score: Kent
The student body once more had
6, Trinity 0.
the
pleasure of hearing the Hampton
Kent again kicked off, Trinity receiving the ball on her 21-yard line Institute Quartette last Wednesday at
and carrying it to the 34-yard line. the chapel service, which was held
On the first play Alexander ran 10 in the new chapel.
The quartette rendered seven selecyards off tackle for first down. In
the next four plays, the Freshmen tions as follows:
made 13 yards for a second first down, "Were you there when they crucified
ID:\' Lord?"
bringing the ball to Kent's 43-yard
line. A line plunge gained two "I want to be ready."
yards; one yard was lost on second "Swing low, sweet chariot."
down. A forward pass was grounded "Wade in the water."
on third. On last down Bissell punted "Every time I feel the spirit."
from the 42-yard line. Kent was "No hiding place."
downed on her 23-yard line.
She "Goin' to walk and talk with Jesus."
The quartette was here on its
gained two yards. Then a long pass
from Roscoe to Stiger brought the annual trip to the college and repvisitors to Trinity's 43-yard line with resents the Hampton Institue which
a 32-yard gain. Kent again gained is located about two miles from Fort
a 13-yard run through right tackle. Monroe, Virginia, and was founded
With the ball on their opponents' 30- in 1868 by General S. C. Armstrong,
yard line and first down, Kent gained for the practical advancement of
nine more yards. On second down Negro leadership.
they brought the ball to Trinity's 17The Hampton Quartette enjoys a
yard line for another first down.
fine reputation having sung throughout the United States and Europe
Second Quarter.
and at one time sang by request beThe first down brought two yards. fore the King and Queen of England.
The concert began at 8.30 and work
On the second play a forward pass
netted six more yards. No gain on was halted on the chapel so that the
third down. A five-yard penalty on workmen might also enjoy the conTrinity for off-sides on fourth down cert.
brought the ball to the four -yard
Although no attendance was taken
line. With first down again, Kent a t the concert that morning most of
made two yards, failed to gain on tl:: e college body was present, attestsecond down, and on third Hart ing to the popularity of the singers.
plunged over through left tackle. Being the first service of that kind
The try for point succeeded and to be held in the new chapel much
brought the score: Kent 13, Trinity 0. interest was taken in the acoustics.
Kent kicked off and the ball went According to Professor Arthur T.
out of bounds on Trinity's 41-yard Merritt, organist and Assistant Proline. The Blue and Gold gained six fessor of Music, although much of the
yards through left tackle, and lost scaffolding is yet up and the plaster
(Continued on page 5.)
(Continued on page 5.)

HAMPTON QUARTETTE
SINGS IN NEW CHAPEL

CALENDAR FOR WEEK
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12:

Orchestra Rehearsal at 4 p. m.
Interfraternity Cross-Country
Run at 4 p.m.
Glee Club Rehearsal at 7.30
p.m.
J esters Rehearsal at 8 p. m.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13:

Choir Rehearsal at 7.30 p.m.
Sophomore Hop in Alumni
Hall at 9 p. m.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14:

Psi Upsilon Tea Dance at 4
p.m.

FOOTBALL SEASON ENDS
WITH TWO VICTORIES
Team Fails to Meet Expectations
-Four Defeats Mar
Record
From the very beginning on the
lOth of September, when the first
call for football candidates was issued, it seemed as though this was
the year for a repetition of the undefeated football season of 1922Trinity's last. Since that year football at Trinity became more and more
mediocre, the t eam
never being
victorious in more than two games
per season. But last year through
the added strength of some transfer
athletes, the outlook seemed brighter.
Trinity men saw an undefeated season looming in the near future. So,
with last year's successful campaign,
successful in comparison to the miserable showing of the past years, behind the team and the returning of
most of the lettermen, there were no
reasons for feeling other than most
confident of the coming season. There
were such freshman players as Galloday, Haring, and Kingston to fill the
vacancies left by graduating lettermen and other promising material,
from whom great things were expected with the necessary amount of
coaching. Yet, with this favorable outlook to bolster her confidence, Trinity
failed to live up to the expectations
held by the student body missing her
mark by four defeats, two of them
being administered by our traditional
rivals, Wesleyan, and Amherst. That
we haven't had the best of luck it is
true, for when such offensives as the
Blue and Gold launched in the Wesleyan game, coming within two yards of
the goal line, turn out failures there
is reason .for declaring our bad fortune. Still, considering our material
and facilities, there is no concrete
alibi for the 1931 football season.
The first day saw eleven prospective candidates, who had cut short
their vacation in order to figure in a
possible undefeated season, undergo
a strenuous drill of calisthenics. From
then until the beginning of school
the personnel of the team was bolstered, there being finally enough
players for three full teams. The
prospective candidates were as .follows: Wladlow, Geiger, Craig, Fritzon and Bayley, ends; Burgess, Hanninen, Haring, and Melrose, tackles;
Kingston, Meier, Jones, Cutler, Onderdonk, and McKee, guards; Campion, Breed, and Coyle, centers; and
Fontana, Armstrong, ·Phippen, Galloway, Bialick, Brewer, Disco, T. Wadlow, Smith, and Smith, backs. By
Saturday, October 3, the team had
been worked into shape, good enough
(Continued on page 6.)
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WESLEYAN SOCCER TEAM AMHERST WINS FROM
WINS PRACTICE MATCH
BLUE AND GOLD TEAM
Blue and ~old Team Lose 2 to 1; Galloway Scores Only TouchWright Scores Goal
d
f 'V 't t Start f
for Trinity
own or arsi y a
o
Second Period

On November 4, the Trinity Soccer
Team suffered its first defeat of the
current season, bowing to the Wesleyan 'Va~sity hooters in a practice
game at Middletown. The score of
2 to 1 speaks well for the Blue and
Gold eleven, as it was their first contest against a collegiate team.
The Trinity defense, unscored upon
this far in the regular schedule, displayed power in limiting the fast Middletown forward line to two tallies.
The offense did not function so weii,
the only goal resulting from a quick
pass by Burnside to Wright, and an
accurate kick by the latter for the
score. Numerous chances for deadlocking the game presented themselves, but the Trinity threats were
consistently thwarted by the heavy
Wesleyan backs and several certain
scores nullified by penalties.
Wright, Burnside and Liddell stood
out on the attack; while Warner at
goal, with Andrus and Schmolze, featured in the back 'l ine play.
Trinity
Wesleyan
Warner
G
Ailen
Lee (McGarvey) LFB
Grubb
RFB
Galloway
Schmolze
M~wbray
RHB
Hayn
(Eichackerr)
Andrus
CHB
Ahrens
McGarvey
LHB
Top~:
(Muir)
Wright
OR
Talbot
Norvell
IR
Bean
(Irvine)
Burnside
CF
Brooks
Liddell
IL
White
Ferris
OL
Doyle
(Yarrows)

CROSS-COUNTRY RACE
TO BE RUN THURSDAY
Harris' Injury on Eve of Contest
May Keep Him From
Competing
The annual fall cross-country race
will be run Thursday at 4.15 o'clock.
Lyman Ogilby, son of President Ogilby, has donated a loving cup to be
awarded permanently to the man who
wins the race three years. The same
course will be used this year that
was used [ast year, covering a distance of two and a half miles. The
time limit for the running of the
c·ourse will be twenty minutes.
David Harris, last year's winner,
has recently suffered a painful knee
injury which may keep him from competing. Harris, a member of Psi Upsilon fraternity, set a new record for
the event with a time of fourteen
minutes, thirteen and two-fifth seconds. Second and third places were
won by K. E. Birch and W. Carleton,
respectively, both members of Sigma
Nu fraternity. All three of these
men were members of last year's
track squad.
Among the new men, Robert Lau
has shown much promise, while J.
Swanson, a transfer from Michigan
State, has also shown much ability.
This race will open the intramural
competition for the Alumni Cup.
This year each fraternity will only
be allowed to enter ten men, instead
of an unlimited number as has been
the custom in the past. Another innovation will be the fact that the
Neutrals will be allowed to have three
teams.
In order to qualify for the race it
was necessary to have covered, the
course at least once before the contest:
'

FONTANA STARS
Plays Fine Game Both on
Offense and Defense;
Eight Men Play
Last Game.
Playing disappointingly in their
final game of the season the Blue and
Gold 'Varsity gridmen lost to Amherst last Saturday at the latter's
home field by the score of 33 to 6.
For nearly a half Trinity held its
own, keeping the Lord Jeffs to a 7
to 6 lead; but in the closing .minutes
of the second quarter, the playing of
the team collapsed entirely, and Amherst, Jed by Warner and Cadigan;
rushed through for two touchdowns.
The rout continued in the second half,
and before the third quarter had
ended the Lord Jeffs garnered two
more touchdowns. The fourth period
saw a reawakening of the Trinity
spirit, and both teams played scoreless ball to the final whistle. Just
before the end of the game GaJloway
snared a punt on his own 24-yard
mark, and raced it back to within
seven yards of the Amherst goal line.
Except for the Trinity touchdown in
the second quarter this run was the
only ray of sunshine that was visible
to the Blue and Gold supporters
throughout the game.
The drive that resulted in the Trinity touchdown got its start early in
the second quarter, when Armstr ong
booted a long 60-yard punt to the
Amherst 15-yard stripe. After two
futile rushes through the line, both of
which were stopped by Burgess, the
Lord Jeffs were forced to kick. Galloway grabbed the ball at midfield
and raced it back 25 yards. In two
plays Joe Fontana pounded thr ough
the line for six yards. A few moments later Armstrong cut around
left end and galloped to the 10-yard
line. Then F ontana smashed through
center for four yards more. Another
plunge by Fontana put the pigskin
on the Amher st one-yard mark and
resulted in a first .down for Trinity.
On the next play Galloway carried
the ball through center for a touchdown. Trinity was now behind 7 to
6 and a good kick would have tied the
score, but Phippen's boot went wide
by a few yards-leaving the Lord
Jeffs in the van by one point.
The first quarter of the game
started somewhat inauspiciously for
the Blue and Gold. Brewer caught
the ball after the kickoff and handed
it to Phippen, who carried it to the
Trinity 21-yard line.
On the very
first play from the line of scrimmage
Brewer was hit hard as he tried to
rush through, and he fumbled the
ball. Skiles pounced upon it and recovered for Amherst. Warner then
ran wide around left end to the 12yard line. Again Warner carried the
pigskin, and this time he made seven
yards more. The ball was now on the
5-yard line, but the Blue and Gold
line savagely thrust back Amherst's
attempt for the touchdown.
Three
times the Lord Jeffs were re:{lulsed,
and finally the Trinity warriors took
possession of the ball two yards from
their own goal line.
After an exchange of punts the
Blue and Gold began an attack from
their own 15-yard mark which netted
them a first down.
Tom Wadlow
(Continued on page 4.)
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1931
THE FOOTBALL SEASON
The usual September hopes of a great Trinity football season
have come and gone once more. Previous to the first game there
were vague rumors of the possibility of an undefeated season on
the 1981 gridiron. Within two weeks this glimmering goal had
fallen into the ashes of oblivion, and so, what with one thing and
another, went the six weeks of the season. For some of us it was
doubly disappointing, because vve saw the passing of our last chance
as undergraduates to see Trinity score a major football victory.
Some of us have seen Wesleyan faced four times, always gallantly.
We have had the satisfaction of a lone tie with A 'm herst. The one
Williams game was a hopeless rout.
But we are not expert football critics. We shall not attempt to
say what is wrong with Trinity football. We do not know. We
gladly leave the solution of that problem to the many experts who
swarm the campus, and who are undoubtedly willing to explain the
whole situation.
On . the other hand we choose to take some consolation in the
fact that we have seen game Trinity elevens, which in the main
have fought hard and well, Trinity squads that have played footba~
because the game was a lot of fun. Perhaps these teams have not
been overcrowded with Barry Woods and "Catfish" Smiths, but
they have played the part of gallant sportsmen.
To most of you, especially freshmen, this viewpoint will seem
to be sentimental tosh and a distinctly second choice satisfaction.
In a measure it is, but then, as all the newspapers have carefully
pointed out, the rah-rah football spirit has moved south and west
of the Mississippi, and in the older institutions of the East and
even of the Middle West football has become more and more a
game to be enjoyed by both player and spectator and not to be
wept over in the losing.

COACH BILL GALVIN
Three years ago William J. Galvin was selected, mainly by our
Alumni, to coach the Trinity College football team. Ever a loyal
friend of the College, he took over the job enthusiastically and endeavored to raise Trinity's athletic standards to equal those of
fifte en and twenty years ago. Yet, during those three years he
has not been entirely successful, and we hear many voices about
the campus criticising.
From the start he found that his job was indeed a difficult one.
He has not had the necessary authority either on the football field
or in the athletic councils. The Faculty and other authorities have
not h elped him with any cooperation. We believe it unfortunate
that our coach first found it necessary to buy jerseys for the team
himself; that he has had to accept made-over equipment every year.
New outfits granted have been of the cheaper sort, and one has
only to see the wretched condition the shoes of this year's team
are in to realize the necessity of more lasting and more expensive
equipment.
We admit that a successful coach should win at least the majority of his games. We do not claim that Mr. Galvin has been a
successful coach. But we do hope that our many critics will be
more considerate in their judgment of a man who has worked
unceasingly three years for their College, even in the face of disfavor from the start.

by Grandmother and Grandfather MacDougall were among the leading citiGeorge Davis. Published by zens there in the days when they were
Harp er & Brothers. $2.50.
more prosperous, and the importance

"THE OPENING OF A DOOR",

I1CORDUROY PANTS I

This novel has received high praise they enjoyed is the cause of a marked
but posthumous appreciation of the
for its style. Certainly that is the place. Grandfather was always a reto
most distinctive thing about it. Pow- icent, easy-going man, whose personerful, vivid, at times almost cruel, it ality was never explained or underFor Students and Young
literally bludgeons a lasting impres- stood by the family. He dies in the 0
Men. Just a simple zip o
sion upon the mind. Vigorous prose first chapter of the book, and thenceforth plays the part of a memory,
of the Talon Slide Fast-~
is, of course, always most gratifying, vague because of its mystery, but
but there are times when this some- none the less highly respected. Grand- o ener and they're on or
how misses its mark, mainly because mother, in her youth, was fiery and
..,
...
' off, and fit perfectly.
it tries too hard.
One becomes con- tempestuous; she managed not only
household, but business affairs with o Other Corduroys, $2.95
scious of the effort made by the auan energetic brilliance and a charming
thor, and, as usual, such an awareness assertiveness. When the book opens,
BOYS' SHOP
Ol
on the part of the reader reduces the she has lost her memory, but still reStreet Floor
0
effect of the style to something mains very much one of the family.
merely stilted and forced. If it were It is remarkable how this doddering
not for that there would be justifica- old woman, whose talk is only the
chattering of half-remembered, dis- ~:B:I~~IXIH:H:B:I~~IXIH:H:B:I~~IXIHXI
tion for the paeans sung by many a connected things, can take such an
blase, jaded old critic in praise of active part in the story. More than
"The Opening of a Door". The fact that, she is the dominating force, the
that it is a first novel is promising, last bond that holds the family together.
for doubtless Mr. Davis will in time
There is a grandson, Edward, a ·
become more adept at concealing his
callow, introspective youth who wants
art. This done, he is sure to be an to write, but somehow gives the imimportant writer.
pression that he never will. ThroughAside from the occasional obvious- out the year in which the story takes
ness of the style, however, there is place, nothing happens to him. He
Hartford, Conn.
makes no friends, gets nowhere; he
yet another objection. This departmerely forms half-ideas and plans
ment must in all honesty break down which bewilder rather than help him.
and confess that he did not fully This portrait of adolescence in its
understand it. Thus he sets himself most unromantic and realistic aspects
to the difficult task of attempting to is perhaps the finest piece of work in
point out what he missed. And in the novel, with the possible exception
doing so, he will work backwards, list- of a chapter devoted to the visit of a
reminiscent old woman who had been
ing first what he did understand.
The story itself is simplicity in the the MacDougall's maid back in Canextreme.
There could be nothing ada.
there to escape the cautious reader.
And the part that was not underrs
It deals with a lower middle-class stood? There was no special section
family who lives in Chicago, in the necessarily unintelligible, but rather
ever-astonishing combination of squal- an attitude or impression created by
or and respectability which so defi- the author that caused things left unnitely marks that class. There is no said to take on large proportions and
Dr. J. M. Wainwright.
conventional plot. It is simply the to make one feel he has missed what
account of their lives. Easy to per- should have been conveyed. Whether
ceive, also, are their characters-the the fault lies with Mr. Davis or this
effect of the family, as a group, is department is a question. If it is
somewhat different, on each individ- merely with the latter, all apologies;
ual, but, notwithstanding, a powerful if with the former, it is something he
one.
must correct. He cannot fulfill the
Their name is MacDougall, and they promise he shows by overrating the
come from a small country town in imagination of his public.
In all
Canada, which, though they have not events, his book is far enough out of
been near it for years, remains in- the ordinary to cause controversy and
ADVERTISING
delibly impressed upon their minds. interest, and to merit both.
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"The only trouble
about work

.

not

to have any.''

'WA~es
COMPANY

West Hartford, Conn.
November 7, 1931.
To the Editor of The Trinity Tripod:

the College as a whole, let the Editor
be delivered of his radical invectives,
as he may; and ~et the heresies of
"Quid Nunc" succeed to the impious
utterances of "Obire Oculis"--both of
them cowering beneath the cloak of
an anonymity dignified by Latin.
But the real purpose of this letter
is to congratulate you, Mr. Editor,
upon your more than commendable
attempt to recall from beyond the
Styx one of the very finest Trinity
traditions, the "Trinity Tablet." I
refer to the "Tablet" as a tradition
advisedly; for the "Tablet" did, in a
very real sense, become a traditional
standard of worth and literary excellence among its ~ontemporaries.
Only one familiar with the files of
the publication can realize how fully
this was true. Its suspension was a
real calamity.
Now better days have come to Trinity, and the sentiment that the College needs and could well support a
revival of the "Tablet" is increasingly prevalent. We hope that the fruition of all this agitation will be a new
"Tablet", in no way inferior to the
old. Those who Me in a position to
do so, will be bestowing a great benefit on the College if they will take
some practical steps looking to the
resurrection of the "Tablet."
You are anathema in the camp of
the traditionalists, Sir; but softened
by your lively efforts in behalf of
the "Tablet", I sign myself

*'

2)0 PARK AVENUE

The duration of your editorship,
Sir, has been marked by a series of
vicious attacks, both on the part of
you<rself and your colleagues, against
some of those very institutions and
"traditions" which collectively constitute one of the finest elements in
life at Trinity.
However, a protest against your
attitude towards compulsory Chapel,
just to cite one of the objects of your
heretical assaults, would be about as
effective as the "voice of one crying
in the wilderness."
Protests and
persuasion never avail in the tents of
OF THE BETTER CLASS
iconoclasts and Philistine: much more
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS
adequate to the need proves the exercise of a little good old "muscular
Christianity", in the nature of imposed obligation. We venture our
hope that those on the faculty whose
calling it is to feed the sheep will
make it their especial care that the
ru'les of the past bearing upon Chapel
attendance be not relaxed.
"Why do the heathen so furiously
rage together-?" asks the Psalmist. We don't know; neither do we
care, just so long as their tirades lose
for us no portion of ouT heritage
Publication Work a Specialty
from other generations of Trinity
men. We can not only endure, but
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION
actually enjoy the rantings of the
restless insofar as the only fruition
Yours respectfully,
of it all is harmless and diverting
controversy. For the amusement of RICHARD BRADLEY KOSTER, '31.
Printers of "The Trinity Tri
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Gentlemen:

PIANOS AND RADIOS
Victor Records
Movie Outfits

WATKINS BROTHERS, INC.
2(1 ASYLUM STREET
Steinway Agents
--------------

SLOSSBERG
Tailorin!! Parlor
The well known Trinity Tailor
lOP Clan and Fashionable Tailorina
Dnu Suita and Tuxedos our SpeeialtJ

65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.
Telephone 5-1436.

J.LYON &SON
PLUMBING
SHEET METAL
AND
HEATING
CONTRACTORS

No. 20 Central Row
Hartford, Conn.
Phones:

2~0868

and

2~7508

PROFFBSIONAL BUILDING
BARBER SHOP
Specialists in Facial and
Scalp Massage
59 High Street at Allen

SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE
UNION EVERY FRIDAY.

MAX PRESS., INC.
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Middletown:
Hartford Office:
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Compliments of
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I writ-e this letter to you with no
idea of criticising your paper, inasmuch as I believe that the Tripod
has been loyal to the team this year,
and in the past.
However, the local papers the -early
part of this week carried a story in
which they intimated that the team
lost against Wesleyan because of
lacking the will to win. Anticipating
that this idea might be carried to the
campus at Trinity and that some of
the student body on the campus, or
some of the alumni might think that
it is true, I beg to take the liberty at
this time to tell your paper that I
have never s-een a finer spirit in any
football team than the spirit that
exists in the squad on the hill this
year.
The coaching staH absolutely knows
that the team gave everything that
it had. True enough the team has a
g,>od offense, and it looks at times as
though it should swamp its opponents, but do not forget that most of
the men that are playing on the team
are the same men that played one
year and two years ago, and that they
have learned most of their football
while at Trinity. We are handicapped
because of the short amount of time
we can spend with the team. Most
of the class-es are not over until about
4 o'clock and we cannot start practice
until 4.15 o'clock, and with darkness
coming on about 5 o'clock it gives us
less than an hour to practice. Monday
must be a light day, and we sometimes go so far as giving the squad a
day off on Tuesday so they may recuperate from the previous Saturday's game.
When one realizes that none of our
three center men exceed 155 pounds,
and when one realizes that our tackle
material and half of our guard material is inexperienced as to 'varsity
football, we should take the attitude
thac our line did a fine job although
handicapped by weight and inexperience against a heavy, experienced,
barrel-chested Wesleyan line. Personally, I feel this line deserves a
great deal of credit for the way it has
stood up, regardless of what the
result of the Amherst game may be.
Our line played an aggressive defense during the whole sixty minutes
of the game with only a slight let
down during the two Schlums' drives.
The coaching staff, knowing that
we are handicapped as to experience
and weight, have relied on dec-eption
this year in order to make a decent
showing against our opponents. Your
team executed its plays, as far as
deception was conc-erned, with accuracy and precision, and with any kind
of breaks would have scored several
times against Wesleyan. Naturally

S. Z. TOBEY
TAILOR
EXCLUSIVELY for COLLEGE MEN
With a Reputation of 30 Yean' Stancll.q.

Cor. Washington and Vernon Sts.
Phone 6-1763.

The Finest of all
Food Products

STUDENTS' LAUNDERING,
DRY CLEANING WORK

Cor. Main and Mulberry Streets

DRINK MDX
That i&
PERFECTLY PASTEURIZED.
Try It -

You'll Like

A SPECIALTY.

NEW ENGLAND LAUNDRY
Telephone 2-3153
203-225 HAWTHORN STREET.
441-455 HOMESTEAD A VENUE.

It I

The Bryant &
Chapman Company
330 Woodland St.; Phone 2-0264.
Qaality. Courtesy, Seniee.

Flying .I nstruction.

Long and

Short Distance Fliehta.

Hartford's Oldest Pilot in Line
of Service.

Call-5-9354

ou·: blocking and line plunging was
not ideal, but this was due alone to
lack of weight and .experience. The
spirit of the team was fine. I know
this from my contact with the men
during the entire game. This team
of ours does not lack the will to win,
and I would still say this if we lost
every game of the season.
It iE easy enough for some to criticise the team, the spirit, the plays of
the quarterback or any other deparc·
ment of our !football team. The ream
that loses can always be criticised.
The winning team regardless of the
lucky breaks it gets, or regardless of
how Iagged its plays are, is always
a succ-ess. Personally, I want to win,
the roaching staff wants to win, and
the tC'am wants to win, but it cannot
always be done.
The fact that we tied Amherst last
year should not, in the opinion of the
student body, class Trinity as an A-1
small college team. It was fight alone
that stopped Amherst.
My plea at this time is this, namely,
tb.at 1·egardless of who may coach
your team during the next decade, or
regardless of who may play on the
team, Trinity is on the up-swing in

THREE FRATERNITIES HOLD
HOUSE DANCES.

1906

1931

Twenty-Five Years Young

On Saturday, Nov-ember 9, three
IS McCOY'S RECORD
fraternities, namely, Alpha Delta Phi,
Delta Psi, and Sigma Nu held house
SHEET MUSIC
dances. The dancing was from 8 to
BAND INSTRUMENTS
12 in each case and they were a great
PIANOS
success.
RADIOS
Music in the Alpha Delta house
RECORD,S -Victor
was ably supplied by Si Yaffe and his
Columbia
d~.nce orchestra, and refreshments
Brunswick
were served at 11 o'clock.
If it's Music, we have it!
Among those present were: The
patronesses, Mrs. R. B. Ogilby, Mrs.
Leroy Barret, Mrs. L. B. Brainerd,
Mrs. E. Humphrey, and Mrs. H. Dadourian. The other guests included,
Dr. Ogilby, the Dean and Mrs. Hood, Hartford
Waterbury
Professor Dadourian, Professor and
Torrington
Mrs. Krieble, Professor Humphrey,
Mr. A. T. Merritt.
The music at St. Anthony's Hall
was played by Larry Carroll's Colony
Club Orchestra.
The patronesses were: Mrs. R. B.
Ogilby, Mrs. Rohr, Mrs. J. Wynn,
Mrs. C. B-each, Mrs. Thayer, and Mrs. A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS .A
C. Foss. Among the others present
GREAT CONVENIENCE.
were : The President, the Dean and
Mrs. Hood, Professor and Mrs. Dadourian, and Mr. A. T. Merritt.
Refreshments were served at 12.
The Sigma Nu dance numbered
among its guests, the patronesses:
Mrs. A. Peiker, Mrs. H. T. Barbour,
Mrs. R. Segur, Mrs. R. Ramson, and
M·rs. R. W. Woodward, Dr. and Mrs.
Ogilby, the Dean and Mrs. Hood, Mr.
Ullmer, and Mr. Altmeir.
The house was tastefully decorated
with palms and laurels and refreshments were served at 10.30. At the
close of the danc-e college songs were
332 ASYLUM STREET
s1.mg.
Telephone 7-1157

HARTFORD NATIONAL
BANK AND TRUST CO.

Resources Over $40,000,000

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
Arranged by
KEN MACKAY

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD
AND BRAINARD CO.

football. The team has improv-ed each
year during the last three years. We
know that the team played better
against Wesleyan last Saturday than
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
they were capable of playing.
AND PAPER RULERS
I earnestly urge that you continue
85 Tramball Street
your ardent support of the team. It _____H_a_r_tf_o_rd...;._c_on_n_._ _ __
is difficult Ito pull oneself up by the
boot straps. We urge that all Trinity
men get in back of their t-eam and
654 PARK STREET
slap them on the back and encourage
them rather than trying to take this
little machine apart to see what
makes it run. A winning football
team cannot be developed overnight.
Trinity has come up from the "push
over" class to the status of a real
Stationers, Engravers, Printers
contender, and a fighting offensive A roost Satisfying Hotel, catering
team that must be reckoned with.
to a Select Clientele.
It f.eems to follow psychologicall~7
Rates Reasonable.
that such a team must be tested with
CLIFFORD D. PERKINS,
Proprietor.
a season of heartaches so it will not
be found wanting when it starts to
ente:r into a season of victories.
Urge the student body to give the
proper respect due to the men who
give up and sacrifice so much for the
football team. Increase the loyalty 162 Washington St., Hartford
Open Evenings.
and enthusiasm of the student body
as the squad has increased its ability
at football, and your college will have
a spirit that cannot be broken.
26 MULBERRY STREET
(Near Main)
Sincerely yours,
"TRIMS YOUR HAIR
WILLIAM J. GALVIN, JR.
By Rev. JohnS. Littell, D. D., '90
NEATEST"
brief
easy to remember

D. F. BURNS COMPANY
Groceries and Meats

THE HEUBLEIN
HOTEL

PLIMPTON'S

252 Pearl Street, at Ann

Trinity Men Favor the
HOTEL BOND
BARBER SHOP

500

LAVALETTE SODA SHOPPE

Luncheonette, Candies,
Manchester Dairy Ice Cream

QUESTIONS
&ANSWERS
IN RELIGION

paper
or
clothbound
40c
75c
45c
by m:ail
SSe
ask your bookseller
or
Morehouse
Milwaukee

Happy Doings
in the W•K• city
Gay doings in the W ell K nown
city • . . (New York to you).
Next time you visit this grand
old town remember the new
Hotel Empire is close to all things
you want to see and ·mighty soft
on the depressed bankroll.
Rates for quality accommodations
are from $2 for one, $2.50 for
two.
Your Host will be

THE SANITARY TAILOR

EMIL H. REINERS

"Over the Rocks."
SUITS M..\D'B TO ORDER.
CLEANING, PRESSING,
DYEING, REPAIRING
211 ZION STREET.

HOTEL EMPIRE

General Manager of the

Broadway at 63rd St.
NEW YORK CITY

ORIENTAL BARBER SHOP

STEINMEYER'S

FOR MANY YEARS OUR
COAL

HABERDASHERY

has given warmth and comfort to
at
old Trinity. We handle the fin123 Pearl Street near Trumbull est grades of Coal produced.

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE
213 ZION STREET.
"Over the Rocks."
PRESCRIPTIONS AND DRUGS.
The store where they cash your chec:b

THE NEWTON TUNNEL
COAL COMPANY
Offices-3 ALBANY A VENUE.
218 PEARL STREET
Call 2-8060

ROBBINS RESTAURANT
Table d'hote Luncheon .............. 50 cents
Table d'hote Dinner ......................$1.00
Schrafft 's Selected Candies
Sodas and Robbins' Home~made Ice Cream
687 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
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AMHERST DEFEATS TRINITY.
(Continued from page 1.)
cracked left tackle for five yards, and
Fontana, who had taken Brewer's
pl;lce, gained two more with a rush
through center. A five-yard penalty
for offside against Amherst netted
the first down, but the next few plays
were unproductive of yardage, and
Phippen was forced to kick.
Cadigan downed the punt on the
Knutson
Amherst 44-yar~ stripe.
tried to smash through center, but
Campion was not intimidated and
threw him for a yard loss. On the
next play Cadigan hurled a long pass
to Warner far over the right side of
the line. Warner caught it and sped
down the sideline. It looked as if he
would get away for a touchdown, but
Phippen bore down upon him and
drove him out on the Blue and Gold
25-yard mark.
A few plays later Amherst lost the
ball on downs, after incurring a five-

through the line Phippen tossed a first down. Homer, who was here
short pass to Galloway, who was substituted for Warner, broke through
to the Trinity 35-yard mark. Knuttackled on the 16-yard stripe.
At son cracked the line for a 13-yard
this point the linesmen had to be gain. Homer gained three yards on
called out to determine whether a an off tackle play. A Cadigan to
first down had been made. They de- Homer forward pass put the ball on
cided to the contrary and the Lord the 6-yard line, and on the next play
Jeffs took possession of the ball. Homer darted through the right side
of the line for a touchdown. Cadigan
Amherst made a fruitless attempt to kicked the extra point. The count
gain through the line, and finally now stood Amherst 33, Trinity 6.
Cadigan punted-the ball going out The third quarter ended soon after.
at midfield. A few plays later KenFourth Quarter.
yon intercepted one of Phippen's
In
the
final
period the Blue and
passes and dashed to the Trinity 29Gold showed fight again and played
yard line before he was driven out by the Lord Jeffs to a standstill. But
Campion. The Trinity line held on still the Trinity offense could not
the next few plays, and Amherst was click. The running attack was erratforced to punt, the kick going to ic, and the passing was inconsistent.
In the final play of the game GalloPhippen on the Blue and Gold 16-yard
way ran back a punt 70 yards and
mark.
nearly got away for a touchdown, but
Now only a few minutes remained he was tackled from behind by two
before the end of the half, but there Amherst men on the Lord Jeff 7was enough time to ruin the Trinity
yard mark, and the whistle sounded
hopes of victory. Greenough inter- the end of the proceedings.
cepted a forward pass from Phippen
to Galloway and raced to the Blue and
Resume.
Gold 5-yard stripe.
Amherst now
The
playing
of Galloway, Fontana,
had four downs to make the five
and
Armstrong
was outstanding;
yards for a touchdown, but for the
second time in the game the Blue and while Warner, Cadigan, and DePasqua
were the stars for Amherst. A bright
Gold beat back a Lord Jeff threat
feature of the game was the work of
on the very goal line. Four times
Doc Olin, -the famous Swedish medico
the Amherst backs broke against the
and wielder of adhesive tape, who
Blue and Gold forward wall, and finbandaged the players' legs so well
ally the pigskin went into Trinity's
that they went out and scored a touchpossession one foot from the goal line.
down for Trinity. The Lord Jeffs
Phippen punted to midfield, and Wartook advantage of their opportunities
ner carried the pigskin back six yards.
in the second and third quarters to
Warner tried to go through the line,
roll up their score. The Blue and
but A:l Meier smeared him hard for
Gold team, except for stray moments,
a small loss. A long forward pass
played a spotty, uninspiring game.
from DePasqua to Mason put the ball
It did not look like the same team
on the Trinity 16-yard stripe.
Two
which fought so grandly and bitterly
plays later Knutson Wl'iggled past the
against the Connecticut Aggies a
Blue and Gold defense for a touchmonth ago and against Wesleyan last
down. The kick for the extra point
week. There was something lacking.
was no good, leaving Amherst in the
For eight members of the team this
lead, 13 to 6. In the minute that rewas the last football game of their
mained in the second quarter Warner
college careers.
Campion, Captain
led Amherst to another touchdown,
Meier, Fred Geiger, Hank Phippen,
and when the half came to an end,
Joe Fontana, Ray Bialick, Harold
the Blue and Gold were on the short
Disco, and AI Breed have played their
end of a 19 to 6 score.
last football game for Trinity.
Third Quarter.
The lineup:

yard penalty for offside. Twice Fontana hit the line and the second time
he battered the right side for a 10yard gain.
That gave Trinity a
first down.
A forward pass from
Galloway to Phippen accounted for
five more yards, but an incomplete
pass and a 15-yard penalty against
the Blue and Gold finally forced
Phippen to punt.
Warner ran it
back 20 yards to the T:rinity 45-yard
stripe. Warner then whipped a forward to Greenough, who was finally
driven out of bounds on the 26-yard
line. A few moments later Cadigan
made five yards more through right
tackle, and on the next play Warner
broke through for a first down on
the Blue and Gold 15-yard line.
A
pass from Cadigan to Warner put the
ball six yards away from the last
white stripe, and then in two rushes
Cadigan went over for a touchdown.
He also rushed the pigskin over for
the extra point - making the score
In the second half the Trinity team
Amherst 7, Trinity 0. The quarter seemed discouraged. The telling Amherst offensive in the closing moments
'e nded a half minute later.
of the first half had evidently broken
Second Quarter.
the morale of the players, for they
In the second quarter the Trinity could not get started again. From
the opening kickoff the cohorts of
~ridsters retaliated with their only
Lord Jeffery Amherst swept down for
An irresistible attack, another touchdown.
touchdown.
Cadigan ran
led by Galloway, Fontana, and Arm- back Armstrong's kickoff from the 11
-strong pushed the Lord Jeffs across to the 32-yard line. Warner crashedtheir own goal line. Even though the through center for 10 yards and a
first down. A pass from Warner tokick for the extra point was no good,
Kenyon and a line plunge by Warne1·
it still looked as if Trinity would
just netted another first down. Cursoon forge into the lead.
tiss pulled down another of Warner's
A few moments after the ensuing passes and charged into Trinity ter;kickoff Fritzon recovered an enemy ritory, being downed on the 38-yard
fumble on the Amherst 26-yard line. stripe. Cadigan plunged through cenA pass from Galloway to Phippen ter for four more yards and another
first down. Trinity called time out
netted four yards, and Armstrong
in an attempt to quell the Amherst
garnered four more in a dash around attack, but it was of p.o avail. Warleft end. After an unsuccessful rush ner went through the line for a 10yard gain. Again Warner carried the
ball, cracking the line for six more

~teiger'%
Famous for College-Type
Two~Trouser

MEN'S SUITS
$32.50
You can't get by in college without well-tailored clothes . . . .
of a conservative type, that will
mark you as well-dressed . . . .
just such Suits as we feature
at $32.50 . . . . a price that is
easy on the old allowance.
SECOND FLOOR.

TRINITY FROSH FINISH
SUCCESSFUL SEASON

Continuing with Quality Alwaya

Clothing by
Hickey-Freeman and
Fashion Park

Record is Same as That of Class
of 1934-Much Promising
Material for 'Varsity
Oct. 10-Trinity 0, Wilbraham 0,
(here).
Oct. 16-Trinity 25, Conn. Aggie
Frosh 0, (there).
Oct. 24 - Trinity 16, Suffield 6,
(there).
Nov. 7-Trinity 7, Kent 19, (here).

I

On Saturday, November 7, the
Trinity Freshmen closed the football
season with their one defeat of the
fall, having tied one and won two
games, with a total of 48 points as
opposed to their opponents' 25 points.
The first game, played on home
ground and resulting in a scoreless
tie, was rather sluggish the first half,
both teams resorting to defensive tactics. The Frosh recovered, however,
in the second half. Marquet's fast
end runs, Bissell's long passes, the
hard line plunging of Alexander and
Sampers paved the way for a threatening advantage. This was lost after
several incompleted passes. Wilbraham threatened once in the second
quarter with an attempted place kick
which struck the cross-bar.
On October 16 the Blue and Gold
won its first victory from Connecticut
Aggie Freshmen with a 25 to 0 score.
The game, played at Storrs, was well
in the hands of the Blue and Gold
from beginning to end. Many short
punts by the Connecticut Aggies enabled their opponents to cut deep
within their territory. During the
second quarter Sampers plunged over
the goal line following a 25-yard pass
from Bissell to Marquet. The last
two quarters were a punting contest
during which the Aggies desperately
but vainly tried to hold back the more
powerful Trinity team. In the last
quarter an intercepted pass by Maher
brought the latter to within 11 yards
of the goal. Marquet ran over on a
reverse play.
Following this, several heavy penalties brought Trinity
baCk close to her own goal line. Forcing her opponents back to their own
territory, she held them. Eigenbauer intercepted a pass and made a
35-yard run for the second scoring.
Again Trinity went down the field in
two first downs and Sampers went
over for the final points. It was at
this game that Maher was elected
captain.
The Freshmen won their second
victory from Suffield Academy at
Suffield on October 24 by a 16 to 0
score. Suffield scored in the second
quarter when an attempted punt by
Trinity from their 20-yard line was
blocked and recovered by Suffield for
a touchdown.
In the third period,
after making ·three first downs in
succession from their own 38-yard
line, Trinity scored on a 12-yard run
around end by Darrell.
Amport
(Continued on page 5.)

Trinity
Amherst
Fritz on
LE
C. Kenyon
Berndt
LT
Feinberg
Jones
LG
Skiles
Campion
c
A. Kenyon
Meier
Phillips
RG
Burgess
RT
Stuek
Geiger
RE
Mason
QB
Galloway
Greenough
LHB " T. Wadlow
Warner
Phippen
RHB
Knu:son
Brewer
FB
Cad1gan
Touchdowns, Cadigan 2, Knutson,
Warner, Homer, Galloway; point after
touchdown, Cadigan 1 by rushing, 2
by place kicks.
Substitutes: Amherst, DePasqua,
Potter, MacColl, Curtis, Morse, Mills,
Wheeler Frank, Homer, Hogue,
Thompson,
Cobb,
Green,
Flint,
Murphy, Turnbull, Cheney, Fenhagen,
R€inus;
Trinity,
Fontana, Annstrong, Bialick, Haring, Melrose, L .
Wadlow, Kingston, Cutler, Disco,
Breed, Craig, Hanninen, S. Smith.
yards. For a moment it looked as if
Referee Ginsburg (Fordham); urn- • • • • • • • • • • • • •
he were going for a touchdown, but
•
pire,
Marble (Brown); linesman, •
Captain AI Meier, who was playing
his last game for the Blue and Gold, Keane (Norwich); field judge,. dFrench :•
bore down upon him and tackled him (Hamilton); time of perlO s, 1 5 •
savagely from behind. On the next minutes.
Statistics.
play a pass from Warner to Cadigan
T.
A. :
carried the pigskin to Trinity's two14 •
yard line, and then Cadigan plunged First Downs, . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
219 •
through for a touchdown. Cadigan's Yards Gained, Rushing, .... 78
kick was good, putting Amherst Forward Passes Attempted, 16
19 •
ahead, 26 to 6.
8 •
Forwards Completed, . . . . . 6
The following five minutes were
128 •
Yards
Gained
by
Forwards,
39
fairly even, with both teams playing
4 •
conservatively.
Amherst's
final Forwards Intercepted by. . 0
2 •
touchdown came toward the end of Lateral Passes, . . . . . . . . . . 0
the quarter. A long surprise punt by Laterals Completed, . . . . . . 0
2 •
Armstrong netted 60 yards and put
11.
Yards Gained, Laterals,... 0
the pigskin on the Lord Jeff 5-yard
10 :
stripe, from where it was run back Number of Punts,. . . . . . . . 10
Distance
of
Punts,
Yards,
..
475
395
:
five yards. Knutson ran the baH to
the 27-yard line, where he was stop- Run Back of Punts and
ped by Fritzon.
A moment later
Kick Offs, Yards, ..... 157
72
:
Warner carried the pigskin into Blue Fumbles, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1 •
and Gold territory with a 30-yard
o :
run. That gave Amherst a first Own Fumbles Recovered,. . . 0
Penalties,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
3
6 :
5~
down, and Warner and Knutson alternated in carrying the ball for another Yards Lost, Penalties,. . . . . 25
70 '

··~ • • • . 4 •

STACKPOLE-MOORETRYON COMPANY
115 ASYLUM STREET

-=

TRINITY SERVICE STATION
Corner Broad and Vernon Sts.,
Hartford, Conn.

100% TEXACO
SEE US FOR ALL

AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

THE BONNER MARKET
We have the Best in all lines of

Groceries and Meats
Phone 6-6548

243 Zion St.

THE COLLEGE TAILOR
STUDENT TAILORING
Pressing and Repairing
At Reasonable Rates
H. BORNSTEIN, Proprietor
1279 BROAD STREET

R. G. BENT CO.
GENERAL
CONTRACTORS
93 Edwards Street
Hartford, Conn.
ALFRED H. MUHLEIB
Typewriters Sold, Rented
and Repaired
24 Harbison Avenue, Hartford, Con
Telephone 7-3308.

THE COLLEGE STORE J
THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION

M. W. SCHER, Proprietor.
44 Vernon Street,

Hartford, Con&

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

ATTENTION!

Sam Slossberg

.

.

THE WELL I(NOWN COLLEGE
TAILOR PRESENTS TO THE
TRINITY STUDENTS

A Complete Line of Full Dress Suits
and Tuxedoes. Priced $23 and up

Also
SILK VESTS AT $4.75
Which Can be Obtained Within 2 Days from Asking
SAM SLOSSBERG
67 Lincoln Street
Phone 1436
'
Hartford, Conn.

..
...................................................
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD
KENT DEFEATS FROSH.
(Continued from page 1.)
ee on the next play. The three
ds were regained on third down
d Bissell punted on fourth. Kent
eived on her five yard line and
downed on the 13-yard line.

e yard, and punted on fourth down
from their 24-yard line. An off-sides
penalty against Trinity gave them
five yards and they punted again.
The ball rolled out of bounds on
Kent's 33-yard line. Trinity gained
six yards in two downs, failed to gain
on the third, and a fumble on fourth
down was recovered by Kent on their
!0-yard line. The latter made three
yards in three downs and punted on
ourth. Trinity was downed on her
yard line, gained nine yards in
ee downs and made first down on
the next, bringing the ball to her 47rd line when the half ended.
Third Quarter.

'1.!tleed Chesterfield
rtiht from the start''

"NO,

I don't know a blessed thing
about how cigarettes are made. But,
of course, I would want the ·tobacco to
be PURE. And then I've heard that the
blending is very important. I'd want that
to be done just right.
"Then the paper. I don't like paper
that you can taste-or smell when it's
burning. I'd want that pure too.
"Another thing. I want to smoke whenever I feel like it-without worrying about
smoking too many. So I want my cigarettes MILD.
"But the mam thing, of course, is
TASTE. I don't care for over-sweetened cigarettes. I much prefer those that
are just sweet enough.
"Chesterfield seems to satisfy in every
one of these ways. That is why I'd rather
have a Chesterfield."

Trinity received from Kent on her
yard line and running the ball up
to her 36-yard line. Kent was penalized five yards for off-sides. A
· -yard gain on second down brought
the ball to the 47-yard line for a
Trinity first down. A double pass on
the next play netted 25 yards for another first down. With the ball on
Kent's 28-yard line, the Blue and Gold
netted nine yards in the next two
downs, lost two yards on the third,
and with the ball on the 22-yard line
lost it to Kent on a grounded pass on
last down. Kent gained one yard,
lost three, and a forward pass on
third down brought first down on
Kent's 32-yard line. A forward pass
was grounded, a yard lost on second
down, a second pass failed with a
penalty of five yards on third, and on
fourth down Kent punted from her
26-yard line. Receiving on her 45yard line Trinity was downed after
running up one yard. A penalty of
15 yards for clipping was called
against the Freshmen on first down.
No gain on the next play, then after
making eight yards in the next two
downs, they punted on the last from
their 39-yard line. Kent received on
her 40-yard mark and ran out of
bounds on Trinity's 48-yard line. A
fumble on first down was recovered
by Trinity on Kent's 49-yard marker.
An off-sides penalty on Kent brought
the ball five yards back.
Trinity
lost six yards, gained four, failed in
a forward pass, and punted from
Kent's 46-yard line. The visitors received on the 11-yard line and ran it
np to the 19-yard line. No gain on
first down, a forward pass failed on
second, another on third with a fiveyard penalty, and a punt on fourth
down from their 14-yard line was re,
eived by Trinity and downed on their
49-yard line. Three yards were made
in the first two plays, a forward pass
failed on third, and they punted on
the last from Kent's 48-yard line.
With the ball on their 32-yard line,
!cl 19~1. Lrccm & MYERs TosAcco Co.
Kent made no gain on first down, as
e quarter ended.
on her 25-yard line, and was downed
The summary:
on
the
30-yard
line.
A
yard
was
lost
Fourth Quarter.
on first down, and on the second a Trinity
Kent lost three yards, failed to gain forward pass was intercepted by Weber
on third down, and punted from her Kent, which was downed on the Trin- Hannigahn
29-yard line. Trinity received on the ity 40-yard line. Kent gained two Barton
35-yard mark and ran up four yards. yards, made four more, lost a yard, Maher
Two yards were made on first down, and gave the ball up to the Freshmen Carson, L.
a forward pass was grounded, another after a grounded pass on fourth down. Kellam
two yards were gained, and a punt With the ball on her 35-yard line, Eigenbauer
from the Trinity 48-yard line rolled Trinity pulled a forward pass which Bissell
out of bounds on Kent's 21-yard line. netted 22 yards and brought them to Alexander
Kent made seven yards, lost two Kent's 43-yard marker. Another for- Marquet
ards, and on third down from their ward pass brought the ball to the six Sampers
wn 26-yard line they made 34-yards
n a forward pass, being stopped at
inity's 40-yard line. They lost four
ards on first down, but ran up to
e 22-yard line with a forward pass
n the next.
On first down they
ade two yards, a forward pass failed
on the second, and on third down
om the 20-yard line Roscoe received
a 30-yard pass over the goal line
from Shepherd for the third touchown. The point failed and the score
od: Kent 19, Trinity 0.
Kent kicked off. Trinity received

yard line. The Blue and Gold made
one yard, then two more, gained another.
Crouched at the two-yard
line, Alexander plunged over through
the line for Trinity's touchdown. Amport sent the ball over the crossbar
for the extra point. Score: Kent 19,
Trinity 7.
Trinity kicked off and downed Kent
on the latter's 33-yard line after running up 23 yards. Kent made seven
yards, lost three yards, and gained
five more on third down as the game
ended.

SMOKERS tire of too much weetness
· in a cigarette, and they don't like rawness.
For a steady diet, they want a cigarette
like CHESTERFIELD - a mild and mellow smoke, free from any over-sweetness
or any harshness or bitterness. That's
why more and more smokers every day
are changing to CHESTERFIELD.
Good ... they've got to be good.

Kent
Stiger
Livingston
Osborn
Peterkin
c
Field
RG
Nickok
RT
Banning
RE
QB Roscoe (Capt.)
Perkins
LHB
Shepherd
RHB
Hart
FB

LE
LT
LG

Trinity, '35, .......... 0
Kent, ............... 6

0
7

0 7- 7
0 6-19

Touchdowns- Trinity, Alexander;
Kent, Roscoe 2, Hart; points after
touchdown, Trinity: Amport (placement); Kent, Roscoe.
Substitutions-Trinity: Darrell for
Alexander, Warren for Sampers, Amport for Barton; Kent: Hammond for
Shepherd, Miles for Hart, White for
Peterkin, Gray for Livingston, Griffin for Roscoe, Blair for Banning,
Tully for Stiger.

FRESHMAN SEASON.
(Continued from page 4.)
Toward the
kicked the extra point.
close of the quarter Suffield punted
to their 30-yard line and Trinity returned the ball to the 15-yard line.
Several gains and a penalty against
Suffield brought the Blue and Gold
to the one-yard line. Suffield recovered a Trinity fumble, but in attempting to kick on the next play the
ball was blocked by Kellam and recovered by Suffield behind the goal
line for a safety.
Following this
Marquet received Suffield's kick-off
and returned the ball to their 40-yard
line, and later gained 13 yards around
end as the quarter ended.
In the
fourth quarter after steady gains,
Sampers broke through the line for
the final touchdown and Amport
kicked the extra point.
Captain Maher, center, through his
hard tackling and interception of
passes proved outstanding in line defense throughout the season and was
aided by the creditable work of

Kellam, tackle. Eigenbauer, end, netted sev!!lr:al touchdowns and much
yardage for the tean1 on the receiving end of passes from Bissell, quarterback. Amport, guard, proved to
be a "pinch-hitter" during the latter
part of the season with his many
kicks for point.
In the backfield Marquet, halfback,
gained much ground through his fast
end runs; while Sampers, fullback,
did much fine work in line plunges
and stood out in the secondary defense with his interception of many
passes and his tackling to the line of
scrimmage.

===============
CHAPEL.
(Continued from page 1.)
is yet to be put on in the interior,
the chapel is perfectly adapted for
the conveyance of sound.
The quartette is under the management of Francis R. Belden of the
closs of 1930 at Trinity, who has been
with the quartette since graduating
from Trinity.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
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FOOTBALL SEASON.
(Continued from page 1.)
to beat the New York Aggie team by
a 19 to 7 score. It was in this game
that the weakn-ess of the line was
realized. Only through highly effective aerial offense was Trinity able
to make up for its seemingly inexperienc-ed line. Trinity's opportunity to assume the lead was lost when
a drop-kick by Phippen went in the
first quarter wide, after an offensive
featured by Disco, Bialick, Brewer
and Phippen. The remainder of the
fast quarter was unproductive. Then,
in the early part of the second
quarter, the opponents took th-e lead
through a long forward pass, Read to
Hepenstal. The Phippen-Armstrong
pass combination began to click culminating in a touchdown. The score
at the half was 7 to 7. At the opening of th-e half Kingston launched the
running and passing attack for the
Blue and Gold recovering a fumble on
Trinity's 45-yard line. The final
touchdown was made by Geiger in
the last period, the result of two successful passes by Galloway, who had
reli-eved Phippen. Armstrong's ability
to catch passes, and Phippen's passing and punting were the highlights
of the game. The Aggies proved consistent, too, being instrumental in th-e
Aggies' touchdown. On the whole the
team seemed capable enough except
for the weak places in the line.
When Trinity filed on th-e d'ield for
her second game against Worcester
Tech she was confident enough although her victory over the Aggies
wasn't decisive enough to warrant an
easy contest against Worcester. It
was in this game that the hopes of
a hundred per cent. season were
shattered, for Trinity lost by two
touchdowns. Continual fumbling was
th-e cause for the set-back. Throughout the first quarter straight football was resorted to. At the close
of the period, Worcester took advantage of a fumble and on the first play
of the second quarter, Fogg made th-e
!first touchdown through tackle. At
the ending of the half, Trinity had
the hall far back in her own territory.
After the kick-off Worcester in rapid
succession intercepted a pass, advanced through Trinity's line and
scored a touchdown. It was in the
early part of the last quarter that
Tony Wadlow rushed 83-yards around
end, down along the side lines and
back into the opim for Trinity's only
In this game it was
touchdown.
apparent that the Blue and Gold was
weak on fundamentals, fumbling continually.
The Connecticut Aggie - Trinity
game was looked upon as an opportunity for the team to redeem itself
but Trinity was once again defeated,
although the victory was not decisive
being 7 to 0. The contest was more
or less of a heart-breaking affair
because Trinity had rushed the ball
up to the 1-yard line in the first half
when the whistle bl-ew. The Connecticut Aggie team was not to be denied,
however, even though Trinity's team
became more and more determined,
and scored after a drive of 52 yards,
climaxed by the 19-yard run of Pierce.
Phippen, who had been moved to half
back, punted and passed unusually
well and Kingston was the strong
point in the line. The new quarterback, Bud Galloway, performed as a
veteran, his judgment being free of
error. The absences of the versatile
back and end, Fontana and Bockwinkel,
who could have perhaps run that ball
over when it reached the 1-yard line,
was felt.
The following week saw an entirely
different team play against the
strong Haverford contingent, Trinity
pounding out a 25 to 0 victory. At
all times the team was master of the
situation. Galloway, Trinity's smart
sophomore quarterback, ,after having
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1 insist on
Lucky Strike~~~:::::::::·=·=~:::::::::
''There's nothing like a microphone to
show up the voice in its true colors. So
I insist on Lucky Strike-the cigarette
that I know will be kind to my thr9at.

And you've certainly sc~ne~
another hit with your new style
Cellophane wrapper that ope~s .
so easlly.11

*

Is Miss Ellers'
Statement Paid For?
You may be interested hi
knowing that not one cent was
paid to Miss Eilers to make
the above statement. Miss
Eilers has been a smoker of
LUCKY STRIKE cigarettes for
2lh years. We hope the publicity herewith given will be
as beneficial to her and to
Fox, her producers, as her endorsement of LUCKIES Is to
you and to us.

Sally Eilers will always call this her
big year. First, she learned to fly a
plane. Then she married and found
domestic bliss. Then she made a
smashing success in ''Bad 'Girl.11 As
a reward Fox is co-starring her in

''Over the Hill/'

******
Made of the finest tobaccos -The
Cream of many Crops- LUCKY STRIKE
alone offers the throat protection of the
exclusive 11 TOASTING 11 Process which in·
cludes the use of modern Ultra Violet Rays
-the process that expels certain harsh,
biting irritants naturally present in every
tobacco leaf. These expelled irritants
are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE.
"They're out-~ they can't be in!" No wonder
LUCKIES are always ~ to your throat.
MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE
Sealed Tight-Ever Right

The Unique Humidor Package

Zip-And it's open!

!!!.!!.!:: Throat Protection- against irritation- against cough
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that ••Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

-

TUNE IN- The Lucky Strike Dance OrchestTa, eve.Ty Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday evening ove.T N. B. C. networks.

scattered the Haverford defense on
a feigned pass, ran 27 yards around
end for the first touchdown. Immediately ad'ter this, the visitors launched
their offensive which came very close
to being fatal. After that, it was all
Trinity. The remainder of the first
half was spent in throwing back the
Haverford team. A successful forward pass to the 12-yard line and
three line plunges put the hall b-ehind
the goal line in the third quarter for
Trinity. The two final touchdowns
were made by Fritzon and Smith.
Smith, a substitute, made a sensational catch and on the ~ry next play
drove through the Haverford team
for his touchdown.
With form such as displayed in the
Haverford game to renew her courage, Trinity was all prepared for the
Wesleyan game and Larry Schlums.
Twice she carried the ball within sco:ring distance, varying her passing attack with line plunging. But it
seemed as though Trinity lacked the
scorip.g punch as she failed twice with

first down incentive to rush the ball
those last few yards. Taking advan,
tage of this inability, Wesleyan's star,
LaNy Schlums, scored two touchdowns, one in the second quarter, the
other in the latter part of the third
period. Throughout the game Trinity was the more aggressive, making
thirteen first downs to Wesleyan's
11. . The stellar playing of Schlums
was the Blue and Gold's most difficult
problem, he alone was responsible for
the team's victory. Throughout the
game the officials were lax in their
refereeing which caused a certain
amount of antagonism and protesting.
In the first quarter the play was
decidedly in the hands of Trinity and
it was thus, until the second quarter
that Wesleyan figured. Phippen was
hurried in his kick giving Schlums
a chance to run it back into his
opponents' territory.
Trinity's defense wilted; Tirrell scored the touchdown after Schlums had worked the
ball into position. Twice during the
second period Trinity threatened

See the new notched tab on the top
of the package. Hold down one half
with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple.
Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique! Wrapped in dust•
proof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.
Clean, protected, neat, FRESH!-what could be
more modern than LUCKIES' improved Humidor
package-so easy to open! Ladies-the LUCKY

TAB is-your linger nail protection.

Wesleyan. A few minutes after the
start of the last half, Trinity's second
bid was made only to miss the goal
line by two yards. Wesleyan, after
this threat, took the offensive and,
led by Schlums, another touchdown
was made. It could be said that Trinity was the better of the teams in
all departments except line plunging,
in which Schlums excelled.
One might say also that the Amh-erst contest was a repetition of the
Wesleyan game.
Throughout the
game Trinity threatened the Lord
Jeffs, even when they were hopelessly
behind, seemingly to be about to
unleash at any moment an attack that
would prove fatal to the Jeffm-en. The
final score was 33 to 6~ decisive
enough. A fumble on Trinity's part
and an Amherst recovery paved the
way for their first touchdown in the
opening quarter. Cadigan and Warner co-featured in their success. Early
in the second quarter, Trinity scored,
although the try for extra point was
not good, Amherst retaining the lead

7 to 6. Up until the time Kenyon,
the Amherst captain, intercepted a
pass in Trinity's territory, placing the
Jcffmen on the 15-yard line the game
was very evenly played. Then an off·
tackle plunge by Knutson accounted
for the second touchdown. Warner
of Amherst displayed excellent form
in slicing off-tackle 30 yards for a
touchdown. The half ended with the
score 19 to 6. Though Trinity waa
demoralized after the second touchdcwn they !fought back grimly and
succeeded in limiting Amherst to two
touchdowns.
In spite of the fact that the 1931
team has not been successful so far
as victories are concerned, it hu
developed a world of material for
next year. This year has seen th•
steady improvement of Fritzon, Craig,
Haring, Kingston, and Galloway in
the backfield; all of them will be back
next year with the 1931 experience.
Therefore, it would be unfair to con.
demn this season merely because
disappointing defeats.

